21, 22 & 23 July, 2010
Carnegie Summer School for Physical Education & Sport Pedagogy

An opportunity to watch, listen to and work with internationally recognized experts in physical education and sport pedagogy for postgraduate students, teachers and academics. Prominent figures in pedagogy from the UK, Canada and Australia will share insights into, and understandings of, physical education and sport pedagogy over three days through lectures, interactive tutorials and practical workshops in a format designed to highlight the dialectic between theory and practice and to provide opportunity for interaction with prominent figures in pedagogy.

Featured Presenters

Professor David Kirk,
University of Bedford, UK [team games].

Associate Professor Joy Butler,
University of British Columbia (UBC), Canada [team games and Inventing Games].

Dr Jeanne Kentel,
Leeds Metropolitan University, UK [formerly Brock University] [gender and physical education pedagogy]

Professor Richard Light,
Leeds Metropolitan University, UK [formerly University of Sydney] [coaching individual sport using swimming as an example in the practical].

Dr Stephen Harvey,
Leeds Metropolitan University, UK [coaching hockey using a Game Sense approach].

Format
Each day will feature two one-hour lectures in the morning session, two interactive tutorials in the middle session (delegates do a tutorial with each presenter) and two one-hour practical sessions in the afternoon where in addition to delegates taking part some sessions will use local school students and sports people.

Social Events
As part of the Summer School, delegates will have the opportunity to attend a number of social events. These will include a welcome function on the Tuesday night before the start of the Summer School and dependent on numbers a dinner on the Thursday night of the Summer School. Prices and format for the dinner will be confirmed with delegates closer to the Summer School, however it is expected that we can offer discounts on the overall cost.

Cost
3 day delegate fee including accommodation: £395
3 day delegate fee not including accommodation: £305
Single day delegate fee not including accommodation: £150
Individual night accommodation: £45 per night.

Individual night’s accommodation is subject to a waiting list, please see website for details.

For more information or to make a booking on-line, please visit:
www.leedsmet.ac.uk/carnegiesummerschool
or contact Olivia Hehir
email: o.n.Hehir@leedsmet.ac.uk tel: 0113 812 6543